Glossary

Welcome

We want to warmly welcome you to the
Project Zebra work. This glossary is
designed to help you prepare for the
training sessions and onboard others in
your organization interested in the
concepts. This is a working document
and may change over time.
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About Project Zebra
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Program Deliverables

• Q1 Deliverables
• Create and execute engaging
training for 50 external participants
• Organize “reverse RFP” and select
test cases and test companies
• Onboard whole team on Zebra II
• 3 market outreach including
• Interviews
• Mini webinar with participants of the
training
• Debrief from reverse RFP
• Use case Value Definition

• Q2 Deliverables
• Complete two successful use case
tests with 2 companies
• ASCM contribution to SCOR
• Zebra II virtual conference update for the
market in March
• Build ongoing YouTube content to drive
a guiding coalition for industry change
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Why Project Zebra?

• No company was ready for the pandemic. The changing market
is an opportunity for growth.
• A great opportunity to kick-off a new initiative to build outside-in
processes. Need to build industry-based models using supply chain
leadership.
• An opportunity to imagine the supply chain of the future from the
customer back.
• Growing interest in the market to improve decision support
capabilities based on the emerging capabilities of analytics.
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History

Project Zebra is an open-innovation and collaborative effort to
reinvent planning capabilities and define outside-in processes. In
the first six months of 2021, a volunteer group of business leaders,
academics and technology innovators will work together to meld the
emerging capabilities of analytics with outside-in thinking to unleash
new opportunities in planning.
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Rethinking Demand
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Market Drivers
A market driver is an External factor that can be modeled
affecting market potential. The relative importance of the
market drivers changes over time and usually, the model
requires using multiple market drivers.
Examples include, but are not limited to:

Weather

Events

Illness

GDP

Fashion
Trends

Competitive
Activity
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Demand Shaping

Internal activities to try to stimulate market potential. When successful,
demand shaping increases baseline lift.
Some products have an elastic baseline. When a product has an elastic
baseline, channel loading will increase consumption. When the demand is not
elastic, pantry loading occurs. Examples of items with elastic demand include
items like wine, beer, chips, chocolate, and candy.
What items are elastic in your grocery cart?
If demand is elastic, it is less critical to be disciplined on demand shaping activities.
However, if demand is not elastic, demand shifting occurs where product shipments
are moved from period to period increasing cost and not improving baseline
demand. What items are not elastic in your grocery cart?
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Demand Shifting
When companies attempt to use demand levers but fail to improve baseline lift, demand is
shifted from period to period. This increases costs without improving the market potential.
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Demand Levers
As companies attempt to drive growth strategies, they focus on the
execution of sales and marketing activities including demand
shaping to improve baseline demand. Demand shaping programs to
improve market potential. The list includes, but is not limited to:

Trade
Promotion

New Product
Launches

Price
Changes

Marketing
Programs

Portfolio
Changes

Trade
Incentives

Most demand shaping activities are
combinatorial where multiple levers
are used at the same time to increase
market potential.
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Elastic Demand
The term elastic demand means that if there is more of a product in the house, use
increases. Two classic examples at opposite ends of the spectrum here are snack foods
and laundry detergent. If a category lends itself to expandable consumption, then more of
a competitor’s volume increase may be growing the category and not stealing from other
brands.

Laundry detergent

Snack foods

Laundry detergent, however, has a pretty fixed
usage rate. You won’t use more just because
it’s in the house or on sale (Demand Shifting).
(You may buy more when it’s on sale but then
you’ll just postpone a future purchase.)

If there are snack foods in the house then
people are likely to eat more of them and if they
are on sale people buy more (Demand is
Shaped).
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Defining Outside In Processes
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Rethinking Process Flows

• Today’s planning processes are inside-out focused on transactional data.
• Based on the design of current planning processes, there is not a good
way to use market data and modify the optimization models.
• Pattern recognition and new forms of analytics allow companies to use
imperfect data. No market data is perfect-pristine and in a format that is
usable by traditional relational database planning technologies.
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Outside in Process
The start of an outside-in process is market data.
Market data surrounds the supply chain.
Examples include, but are not limited to:

Weather
Patterns

Geolocation
Data

Rating And
Review
Feedback

Consumption
Analysis

The relative importance varies by industry and changes over time.

Pallet and
Truck Sensors

Intelligent
Devices
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Outside in Process

An outside-in process definition does not
assume that any of the signals are
perfect. Nor does it depend on single
signals. Instead, the process definition
leverages multiple signals and advanced
analytics to reduce noise and improve
signal reliability to drive a moment of truth.
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Outside in Process
An outside-in process has the following characteristics: it is outcome focused.
The outcome focuses on winning at a moment of truth. Results are visible to
employees with ongoing alignment.

Ship on time and in full

Examples include

In-stock %
Margin

The outcome is shaped by multiple data
sources in a closed loop to improve the
decision support signal. The importance–and
interaction of the data–of signals changes
with the market.

First pass yield schedule adherence
Forecast value-added improvement
Inventory effectiveness, or
reduction of the bullwhip impact
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Outside in Process

The goal is alignment
To drive insights and align/synchronize
make, source, and deliver from the market
(buyer) to market (supplier) bidirectionally.

Orchestration
The fluid movement of decision-making across
functions can drive bi-directional orchestration of
margin, mix, and volume to maximize strategic
objectives. Clarity of local and global performance
recognition that different geographies and
divisions have different potentials.

Cross-functional
Ensuring coordinated response of the enterprise
to customers and suppliers based on the Market
Driven Knowledge graph insights.

Outside-in and customer centricity
An outside-in process is different than
customer-centricity – although both are
basic definitions for our work.
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Outside in Process
Potential process definitions utilize:

Baseline
Forecast
Alignment

Continual Coefficient of
Variation (COV) analysis/
inventory analysis

Unstructured text
mining through
listening posts
Middle-mile
Orchestration
in Distribution

Demand
Orchestration

Adaptive
Scheduling, and
Predictive ETA

Each of these examples requires definition and testing.

Continuous
test and
Learn Loops
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Outside in Process Capabilities
Descriptor

Definition of Capabilities

Market-knowledge graph

A continual governor across sell, deliver, make and source to gauge the success
of the plan against actuals and align functions to a balanced scorecard.

Market-driven demand
management

Use of market signals to assess baseline or market potential and evaluate the “forecastability” of the signal (COV). Ties to
sensing and listening capabilities. Baseline runs through demand shaping, price and supply chain planning applications.

Demand visibility

Translation of baseline demand by role with configurability to understand the impact of mix, price, volume and margin.

Digital twin

A parallel model to enable what-if scenarios by planners/role with minimal latency.

Bullwhip eliminator

Translation of baseline market requirements by role with minimal latency.

Rules automation

The tie of segmentation logic to ATP and allocation through a rules-based ontology to automate fulfillment.

Listening post

Translation of unstructured text into a demand or supply signal.

Sensing

Translation of streaming data into operational and executional planning.

Collaboration

Sharing of customer or supplier data in a meaningful way by role.

Synchronization and time
horizon consumption

Bottoms up and tops down planning across applications with market-driven consumption logic.

Planning effectiveness

Monitoring of planning effectiveness by role.

Autonomous planning

Continual learning based on planning effectiveness and market shifts.
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Outside in Process
Current examples of outside-in processes are:

Vendor Managed
Inventory (VMI)

Just in
Time (JIT)

However, these processes do not connect to supply chain planning as a market signal. Instead,
they operate in isolation within functions translating demand requirements into order signals.
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What is Different?

In most organizations, visibility against the
moments-of-truth by region, division and
geography is not possible. Nor is it rolebased and grounded in market potential.
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Understanding MarketDriven Potential
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Market Potential
Market Potential is at the core of a market-driven process. It
represents the likely unconstrained demand in the marketplace
for the defined segment of the business that is being managed.
Three key terms in Market Potential:
• A baseline forecast is the translation of market potential
into an accurate representation of market demand with
minimal distortion and latency.
• Demand shaping occurs when the baseline lift (or
consumer interest) increases through marketing,
advertising, positioning, prizing, and trade programs.
• Demand shifting happens when demand is shifted periodto-period without an increase in baseline lift. Demand
shifting increases costs without increasing the market
potential.

The question that answers the
difference between shaping and
shifting:
Was there an increase in consumption?
If yes, the program shaped demand.
If no, the program shifted demand.
Was it an effective Demand Shaping
Program?
Analysis of the increase in demand
against Program Goals considering
share, cost, and execution.
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Market Potential Includes...
Market Potential incorporates, but is not limited to
understanding:

Implications
of stock
piling

Consideration
of channel
inventories

Shifts in
competitive
activity

Translation of emerging
shifts in market sensing
with minimal latency

Holistic
understanding
of market drivers
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Elements in a Market Driven Process
In a market-driven process, baseline, or market potential,
is the core of all demand management applications,
including:

Trade Promotion
Price Changes
Sales Forecasting

In a market-driven process, baseline
demand crosses marketing, sales,
finance, supply chain, and commercial
teams based on role-based definitions.

Financial Forecasting
Supply Chain Requirements
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What is Different?

Organizations are not clear on market
potential demand, and multiple applications
are not aligned. Also, conventional processes,
which are order and shipment-based,
increase the bullwhip effect introducing
demand latency into process-based decisions.
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Bullwhip
The Bullwhip effect is the amplification and distortion of market consumption in organizational silos.
Suppliers
Manufacturer
Retailer/
Distributor
Customer

Wholesale

Project Zebra’s opportunities are
to sense the bullwhip swings
and reduce the impact of issues
with demand translation.

The more nodes and lumpier the
demand, the greater the bullwhip
effect. The more demand shaping,
the lumpier the demand.
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What is Different?

Continual monitoring of market potential
and reducing translation variance
across roles and functions.
Reduce Demand and Process latency.
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Data Latency

Data latency is the time to translate
the signal from the channel to a
usable signal for the organization.
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Process Latency
Process latency is the time that it takes an organization to
agree on how to use the signal to drive the decision.

For example, in BSH pilot Demand Latency was 1-2
weeks while Process Latency was 3-4 months.

An organization’s agility improves when they can
align quickly to the market signals. As a result, BSH
made a decision on allocation strategies too late.
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Demand Latency

Demand latency is the time from channel purchase to demand translation of
channel replenishment to drive order to an upstream trading partner.

Demand Latency

While most companies believe that an order is a good predictor of demand, the
increase in the supply chain’s long-tail increases demand latency elongation.
With product proliferation, globalization, and micro-segmentation, demand
latency dramatically increased over the past decade.

For a turn item at a mass retailer, like WalMart, the demand latency is twenty
days, while for a long-tail product, the demand latency can be over one
hundred days.

As a result, the order is not as good a predictor of demand as ten years ago.
As a result, increasingly, the order is out of sync with the market.
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What is Different?

Outside-in processes minimize data, process,
and demand latency. Data latency is the time
to translate the signal to make it usable. This
includes harvesting, processing, formatting,
and transmission. Process latency is the time
that it takes an organization to agree on how to
use the signal to drive the decision. Demand
latency is the time in that bullwhip translation.
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Bullwhip Monitor
Increased demand variability in supply chains (the bullwhip effect), discussed for
decades, is omnipresent in today’s supply chain. However, the practical measurement
and counteracting of this effect entails some problems to the companies.
Bullwhip monitor answers the following questions by role:

What is the bullwhip in each echelon/node of the supply chain?
What is the bullwhip amplification factor?
And what is the leading cause of the bullwhip?
How can we reduce the distortion and amplification?
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Techniques to combat the Bullwhip effect

Demand Signaling
Shift to sell thru and POS data, single control of
replenishment, lead-time reduction.

Fluctuating Pricing
Special purchase contracting, Promotions
collaboration, Value based pricing.

Organizational Alignments through
visualization
Allocation based on past sales, shared capacity,
supply information, flexibility limited over time,
capacity reservation, customer/sales quota
scorecards.

Machine Learning Algorithms
Incorporate forward looking drivers of demand and
are less reliant on historical data streams to create
more accurate forecasts. This is important now as
wholesale shifts in demand have occurred across
channels, brands, and shopping methods.

Cycle Time Optimization
Discount assorted TL, 3PL Order Consolidation,
Regular delivery appointment, Supplier
collaboration, Factory collaboration, Forward
visibility of forecasts across supply chain.

Market Knowledge Graphs
Ingest real-time information from social,
news, event, weather, and sensor sources.
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What is Different?

Continual monitoring of bullwhip with
prescriptive analytics on bullwhip
correction factors by role.
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Techniques
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Market Knowledge Graph
• Traditional enterprise data is structured and archived
in relational databases.
• Ironically to its name, a relational database does not
help to manage relations between stored data.
• The use of the data in a relational database requires
multiple “join” transactions at the lowest granularity to
derive two entities’ match.
Problems arise continually. For example, what if the
entities do not have standard granularity levels? What if
important, market-defining information is not structured?
These are barriers for traditional applications based
on relational data models in planning.
The market-driven knowledge graph is an overlay to
inform and align, revenue management, Sales and
Operations Planning, Corporate Social Responsibility,
and New Product Launch (NPI).

In contrast, the data in a graph
database is labelled, directed,
and assigned properties.

The relation between two
nodes is as important as what
data it connects.
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Market Knowledge Graph

A Market-Driven Knowledge Graph starts with the market or channel
and establishes bi-directional relationships market-to-market. The
processes cross-over tactical, operational and executional planning.

Sales and Operations Planning (S&OP) plan effectiveness is
continually evaluated with organizational recommendations to
improve the plan in the tactical planning horizon.

A market knowledge graph translates the plan in each organizational
stakeholders language without the requirement to plan at the lowest
level of granularity across time horizons.
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Market Knowledge Graph
Channel

Enterprise

Suppliers

What is market potential demand?

How do I tie business strategy to operational
processes?

How do we get the best signals to suppliers?

• margin

What is the impact on corporate
sustainability?

How do I shape demand? How effectively am I
shaping direction? What is the impact of order
shifting on cost and inventory?
How do assortment changes affect growth
targets?

• customer priorities

What are the market drivers?
How do I test and learn cross-channel?

• customer service?

• inventory targets?

Where are we on driving reliability with
suppliers? Quality?

What is the bullwhip effect of each stage of
the supply chain?

• functional targets

What is margin potential?
Why am I shorting orders?
What is the right inventory buffer strategy
based on COV?
What are the proper design of the inventory’s
form and function based on market shifts and
demand and supply variability?
How are we managing buffer versus waste in
inventory management?
What are the issues in supply reliability?
How good was the S&OP plan? How do we tie
S&OP playbooks to operational effectiveness?
How effective are my planning processes?
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What is Different?

Traditional processes lack alignment. Without
visibility of margin impacts across functions at
the business’s speed, functions shift, not
shape demand. Shaping demand increases
market potential, where shifting demand
increases growth for a period but does not
increase baseline demand and often
increases costs with a penalty to margin.
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Orchestration
Bi-directional trade-offs of functional alternatives to develop
the best plan. Examples include, but not limited to:
Increases in raw material pricing orchestrated into an alternate
bill of material and potential alternate supplier discussions and
revenue management decisions to determine final market pricing.

Capacity shifts are orchestrated seamlessly between
contract manufacturers and internal sources.
Shifts in price and market potential drive shifts in
product portfolios.
Insights from contactless shopping translated into demandshaping programs for traditional channels.
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Bi-Directional Orchestration – Via Market Knowledge Graph
Moments of Truth
•

In stock %

•Margin

•

OTIF

• Revenue

•

First pass tender

• Cost

•

Forecast Value Add

Channel Signals

Bi-Directional Orchestration

Supply Signals

•

Ratings & Review •Glance views

•

Alternate Sourcing

• Alternate Routings

•

Weather

•

Build Ahead

• Shift Demand

•
•

•

Overtime

• etc

• Major Events

Extreme Weather
Port congestion

• Contract Mfg Capacity
• IoT data

Planning Master Data
•

Lead Times

• Alternate sourcing paths

•

Safety Stock
Targets

• Yield
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What is Different?

Today’s processes are linear focused on
functional efficiency. There is no bidirectional orchestration. Planning single
threads across make, source and deliver.
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Success Measures
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Forecast Value Added

Over 90% of companies forecast.

Forecast Value Added is a measurement of demand planning
improvement over the naive forecast (shipments of the prior month).
But many organizations struggle to know if the demand
planning process is driving an improvement in the process.
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Forecast Value Added
Demand plans go through multiple steps within an organization, the change in a demand
performance can be attributed to a particular action or participant in the forecasting process.
FVA determines the
effectiveness of any
touchpoint in the
forecasting process.

The FVA analysis is a lean
methodology to continually
improve demand outcomes
while the metric-to measure
performance may be MPE
(Mean Percent Error, MAPE
(Mean Absolute Percent
Error) or bias.

FVA determines which
step adds value and
which one does not, to
enable the optimization
of outcomes.

The FVA measurement
may be positive
(the process is improving
the accuracy) or negative
(the process is decreasing
accuracy).
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What is Different?

FVA tracking to baseline,
not just the naive forecast.
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Moment of Truth

The Moment of Truth (MOT) in the supply chain is a measure of supply chain
performance. In simple terms, it is a point when supply chain performance is
clearly defined, and the supply chain either met or did not meet the requirement.
A simple example in your personal life is a bounced check. When a check
was presented, was there money in the account? If not, the check bounces.
If yes, the check is funded.
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Moment of Truth
In our case, this represents a performance metric
that prioritizes cross-functional enterprise response
to customer needs:

Ship on time in full

In-stock %

First pass yield

Effective
ETA
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What is Different?

In today’s processes, there is a
lack of visibility and alignment on
the moments of truth.
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Thank
you

